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[Feat. Kangel]

[Verse 1: Gowe]
I can't picture myself not bein with her
So many moments and struggles weve both faced
together
Broken promises that she would really be here for me
Through the thick fog she was really there for he
No more grayson and gee now it was grayson and him
Broken in the basement with a bottle of gin
Sippin my life, all memmories down the drain
The past five years of my life now concludes with pain
Why did this happen to me god?, I gave her my heart
The promise is even tatted on my right arm
I feel stepped on, so what if I was obsessive
I had to know just incase of an event like this
I'll blow my brains to bits, forget it and that's it
No more grayson lives, he will not exist
Who's gonna notice? Inside I'm already dead
So why not just load bullets and put it right to my head

[Hook: Kangel]
When the rose has worn away... 
All the promises you had made... 
From the past has faded grey... 
Yet you pray... 
That they will look your way... 
But when that love doesn't go both ways... 
You cry your heart out... 
And you say... "baby please stay"... 

[Verse 2: Kangel]
I could see all your pain... 
Just from one glance at your face... 
I know you so well, you don't have to tell, 
I'll give you your space boy... 
I'm trying to tell him that... 
"You can do better, you will be stronger, 
Just give it some time, you'll be fine... 
Just know she won't be there, 
But I'll always be here"... 
Boy, just cry on my shoulder, 
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But he still wants to hold 'her'... 
The love that you need baby, 
Is right by your feet baby... 
You see, we are the same... 
Cuhz we both feel the pain of love... 
I'm in love with my friend, 
He's in love with his ex-girlfriend... 
We are hopelessly the same, 
And it brings so much pain... 

[Verse 3: Gowdayzn]
It's on now, I've gone too far to turn back
I wanna end this, my face parked in front of my gat
One pull of the trigga, and say goodbye to my life
The winds blowin through my hair, I remember the
nights
I'm at the same spot, where our lips first met
I guess it makes sense the same spot I meet my death
The beginnin and the endin how could I ever forgive
I wasn't lyin when I told you you're the reason I live
Kinda disappointed, I can't tell you myself
Instead through a note in my pocket tucked under my
belt
Mentally preparin, gettin my last thoughts out
Breathin kinda heavy, while my hands remain steady
One phrase you always told me, I'll never leave you
I guess the fault is on me that I did believe you
I've forgotten my close ones, all cause of this
The moment of truth is here yo, this is it

[Hook: Kangel]
When the rose has worn away... 
All the promises you had made... 
From the past has faded grey... 
Yet you pray... 
That they will look your way... 
But when that love doesn't go both ways... 
You cry your heart out... 
And you say... "baby please stay"...
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